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D27!?AMICS~ITUDE BETWEEN A MODEL AND A FUI&SCAJX BODY’~~

,FORMODEL INVESTIGATION! FULL-SCALE MACH NUM6ER

By Anshal I. Neihouse and Philip W. Pepoon

An analysis is given for interpreting results of dynamic tests of
a model investigated at full-scale Mach number in terms ~f the corr-
espondingfull-scale body. This analysis shows that dynsmic similarity
for such a condition canbe closely approximated although the effect of,.
gravity is not to scale. Thus an error is introduced which, however,
should be small ifQthe time period of model action is short.

\

INTRODUCTION

,
When geometrically similar systems move under the action of forces

in such a manner that the relative positions of the pats of.one system
after a certain ttme are geometricslllysimilar to those of another
system sfter a proportional period of time, the systems are said to be
dynamically Shlilaz’. When geometrical similarity of the paths of motion
of corresponding points is associated with geometrical similarity of the -
parts, constant scale ratios .offorc=e.,,,ma68-.—.....—-—.—...—_. ,..s+d-t~e must %e maintatae.i.
in addition to that of lengtjh. ‘-—

Ih model testing, full-scale conditions cannot be completely dupli-
cated in every respect and some compromise is generally necessary, the
nature of the compromise deyending upon the end result required. Jn
simulating equal flow patterus, the Reynolds nwber, or the ratio of
inertia to frictional or viscous forces, is gnintained constant between
the model zmd its counter-pat. For dynamic testing such as model spin
tests, the Froude number, or the ratio of inertia to gravity forces, is
maintained constant. IX compressibility is believed to be involved in
the flow, the Mach nuniber,or’,theratio of inertia to elastic forces,

.2
is kept cons@nt.

With the advent of high-speed missiles and rocket-propelled air-
planes, an increasing amount of dyn.smic.testing is conducted at full–

, scale Mach numbers on scale models of flight vehicles. Proper

.
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ballasting of the model and corresponding interpretationof the results
should be of fiterest for such tests as well.as for tests in which parts
of the a&plsne, such.as pilot+scaye capsules or bombs, me jettisoned.
at high speeds.

Thi8 paper presents a special application of dynau+c similarity for
an investigation im which a scale model would %e tested dynamically at
the actuel Mach number of the corresponding ful.1-scslebody...
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Subscripts:,

fs

m

alt

SL

model

sltitude
.

aud that for the airplsne

sea level “

ANAmsIs
o

33?the Mach number for the model tests
are to be equal, the ratio of the veloci%y of the airpltie to ‘the
velocity of sound at the flight altitude must be e ual to the ratio of’

+the velocity of the model to the velocity of sound a its test altitude.
If it is assumed that the model tests made at sea level represent flight
of the airplsne at altitude,

vf6 Vm
— =.—.
Tr
cd-t ~ca

Then the ratio of the velocity of the full-scale body to the velocity of
the model is

~fs
-v
cd-t

—=—,=lK
Tm Q (1).

CSL
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Therefore, #

h
scale body to the engular velocity for the model can be written as “ o

0

(2) , “

As pointed out in reference 1, the ratio of tiertia forces to aerc+
dynamic forces must also le equal for airplane end model. Since , “

then

%@%

&s $ Pfs~fs2%3
,2 >-..
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If the assumption is made that Cfs = ~,

afs ‘m

()

‘ 2 2fa2
Pfs ~fs—=— .— —

a
m ‘fs ‘m Ym2, %2

(). % ‘fs K2R2

%3 %1

(The term pfs ~ was omitted in reference 1’because it was assumed

~fs
/

that —= 1.)
pm

5

H a difference in altitude between airplane snd model tests is con-
sidered, it follows from reference 1 that

%?s ‘Pfa—=
%

@ _
Pm

\

and .

%t?s ‘m
— =

,

Therefore the ratio of the limesr acceleratim for the full.-scde body
, to the linesr acceleration for the model can be written as

.
Pfs K2R2
‘—

afs ‘m K2

~= R3Pfa ‘=

r

(3)
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‘fs R—=— (4)
%iK

ALSO, inasmuch as a = Lx, the necessary relation between the
angular acceleration for the full-scale body and for the model is

%s afs ‘Ill—=— —
a

m ‘fs
a

m.

1#1. 8=—. =— (5)
RRR2

Also, in reference lthe ratio of the moments of inertia is sho~m
to be

%s R5pfs ~—= (6)
Im z

--—.
DISCUSSION

When the Mach ?n.niberfor the model eqzsls the.llachnumiberfor the
full-scele body and the model undergoes rotation, ballasttig of the
model as indicate! in the foregoing snslysis leads to an interpretation
of the measured values in the manner indicated. (See equations (1’)
to (6).) Because the acceleration due to ~avity csnnot he altered, the
vertical.acceleration (due to gravity) for the model tests is too smsXl
for &asmic similarity by the scale ratio R. T&e acceleration of the
model vertically downward, therefore, is not sufficient, or in other
words, the vertical do~mward acceleration of the flow is too greatj for
-C siRlilaritY. Thus an error is introduced that does not permit
complete dynamic similarity,but if the time period of model action is
short, the deviation from dynamic similarity should be small. For’
longer time periods, this effect canbe computed and added to the model
motion.
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For a condition in which the model does not undergo rotation or is
rotating at constant speed about one principel axis only, dynamic
similarity could be obtained by varying the ratio ~s ~ in such a

/
manner that ~s = ~. Since

%%%3 . Pf’&’s22fs2

%% ~Qn2~2

%=_ ‘fs K2R2

,% pm

This equation can be written

/~ffs@fs2 ‘fs K*
—= —

/

l’1~g2m2 Pm

If both the model aud the airplcme are considered to be operating at sea
level, their sea-level wing loadings would therefore be the ssme.

t

I

CONOIXJIXNGREMARKS

An analysis is given for Wterpreting results of dynamic tests of
a model investigated at full-scale Mach number in terms of the corre+
spending full-scale body. This analysis shows t%at dynamic similari~
for such a condition can be closely approximated although the effect of
gravity is not to scale. Thus-an error is introduced which, however,
should be small if the time period of model action is short.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee,forAeronautics

Langley Air Force Base, Vs., January 23, 1950.
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